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How To Live Off The Land With  
An Acre Or Less

IntroductIon and Why homestead

With all of the uncertainties in the world today, both individuals and families, young and 

old, are looking to make adaptations or even complete changes in their lifestyles by going 

back to the land, choosing to become backyard homesteaders or urban farmers. A few 

will even choose to take it a step further by purchasing a plot of land and living off of the 

grid, becoming fully self sufficient in both food, energy and work. This book, however, 

will focus as an introduction for those who want to become backyard homesteaders or 

urban farmers. And, as you are here reading and taking in what this book has to offer, 

you are among those who have made the decision to join this movement.  

To begin, let’s quickly look at the difference between the backyard homestead and urban 

homestead. Basically, each 

entity can be looked at as one 

and the same. Technically, 

however, the urban farm 

would be a farm, usually in 

a backyard or empty lot, that 

is in an urban/suburban or 

city area, while the backyard 

homestead may also be found 

in rural areas and can be 

larger than a small backyard. 

There are a number of 

The Backyard  
homesTead
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with a sick animal, birthing problems and rearing new-

borns that have been rejected by “Mom”. And their care 

does not stop if it is raining or blizzard conditions. As a 

result, you must be prepared to venture out to the barn or 

pens, even in the worst weather. If a medical emergency 

occurs with the animals and the vet is away? They you’ll 

need to step in and do what you can until he returns (and 

you will find out that the animals will usually need the vet 

after hours, weekends or holidays). 

Homesteaders also have a pride in their work, the animals 

they raise and the food that they produce, whether it is for 

their own use or to sell. That pride comes from the hard 

work that must be put in on a daily basis and the resulting 

product from that work.  Whether the end result is used at 

home or sold at market, seeing the results of your efforts 

and the appreciation that others have for your work as 

well, will make all the time, effort, mistakes and difficult 

moments worthwhile.

Finally, you will find that homesteading, be it backyard, 

urban or a large farm, is honest work. Homesteaders 

work hard for everything they make or produce, putting 

in many hours on the farm, on top of the hours that most 

will already work in a day at a regular, outside job. You 

get what you put in, and it one of the only jobs where hard 

work really does pay off at the end of the day.

Homesteading is hard work, can be long hours 

(depending on how far you go), and is very physical and 

labor intensive. However it is probably one of the most 

satisfying jobs you will do as well.

reasons to become a backyard or urban homesteader. 

While only a little over 100 years ago most did so to 

survive (and some still do), today, people are returning to 

the land in the name of food safety, food security and the 

ability to provide for themselves in case of emergency, 

be it natural or man made. However, homesteading also 

brings to fruition a want or need to be at least partially 

self sufficient, as well as the need some have found to go 

back to basics. 

Going back to basics does not mean living with nothing, in 

a cabin with no running water and an outhouse, although 

a rugged few do choose to live that way, but it can mean 

a smaller house, less “stuff”, not purchasing as much 

from the store, rather opting to make or raise some or all 

of what is needed and just living a simpler life, although 

along the same lines, simple will not mean less work.

One thing that all homesteaders have in common, 

whether farming 50 acres or a back yard in the city, is a 

love of the outdoors, love of animals, patience, not being 

afraid of working in all types of weather, not being afraid 

of hard work, pride in their work and a love of good food! 

It also helps to be able to think on your feet, learn the 101 

uses of used bailing twine and duct tape, and not be afraid 

to throw yourself into basic carpentry and mechanical 

skills. Now, why is all of this so important? 

Homesteaders, backyard or urban, spend lots of time 

outdoors tending gardens. Planting, weeding, watering 

and harvesting are all part of tending a garden. Caring for 

livestock takes dedication. They must be fed and watered 

daily, living areas cleaned. You must also be ready to deal 
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The self sufficienT 
mindseT  

The self-sufficient mindset is not a project but a lifestyle, 

and comes in varying degrees.  Most individuals and 

families who enter into backyard or urban homesteading 

are looking to provide supplemental food to reduce the 

grocery bill, others are looking to raise as much of their 

own food as possible, allowing them to have total control 

over what they consume. (All depending on what their 

particular situation allows, of course.) 

However, a hearty few will choose to become totally 

self-sufficient: food, power, water and even employment. 

And while partial self-sufficiency is a lifestyle, a totally 

off the grid lifestyle is a commitment that demands more 

than tending the garden and feeding the livestock. It is 

not something to jump right in to and not usually work-

able with an urban homestead, although with a backyard 

homestead in a rural area, it can be done. Whatever you 

choose, be it supplementing your food supply, complete 

food self sufficiency or totally off the grid living, make 

sure that you have studied your chosen lifestyle enough 

to understand all that will be required of not only you, 

but the entire family. 

Although being a homesteader does not have to mean 

self-sufficiency, at the same time, self-sufficiency does 

not have to mean providing for yourself 100%.  Food 

wise, a homesteader may choose to be self sufficient 

in vegetables only, meat only, fruit only, eggs only 

or dairy only or any combination thereof. (Note that 

food self sufficiency will ultimately depend on an 

individual or family’s time, available space and area 

regulations/zoning.) 

Power wise, self-sufficiency may also be full or partial. 

Some may choose to live entirely off the grid, while 

others may choose to just run the house or the barn 

off of alternative power, remembering that alterna-

tive power, usually solar and wind, is quite pricy to 

install (although some states have incentives for such 

installations and power companies will purchase excess 

power you produce in some cases), so whether or not 

this is even feasible is almost always a case by case deci-

sion.  Some may choose to use generators, but then fuel 

prices come into play, making this option an expensive 

alternative as well. 

Just remember, as had been stated earlier, self-sufficiency 

is a mindset, a way of life and a commitment. However far 

you choose to go with it will depend on resources available 

to you, time and willingness to commit to the lifestyle, in 

order to make it a successful one.

startIng small and the FIrst steps 
to selF suFFIcIency

When you finally decide to begin, you will have all sorts of 

visions as to what you want, how you will do it and how 

the place will look, rainbows and unicorns all over with 

a touch of the leprechaun’s pot of gold for good measure. 

But, if you start too big or try to cram too much into a small 

spot, there could be more disappointment than anything 

else, especially if you have had absolutely no experience 

before. And if your first year is a bust because you simply 

bit off more than you can chew, you may feel defeated and 

not want to go for the next season.  

To not only prevent such problems, but also help to 

make sure that you are on the right track in develop-

ing your little homestead, start small. Don’t jump into 

self sufficiency. Begin with a garden, and if you want a 

few chickens, then maybe half a dozen hens. See how it 

goes the first year with all of the seed starting, planting, 

garden care, harvest preservation and livestock care (if 

applicable). Make a mental or written note of what is or 

(34)
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ValuaBle skills of 
The homesTeader

As a backyard homesteader or urban homesteader, you 

will discover that you will need a number of skills, some 

of which you probably never dreamed that you would be 

using in your day-to-day life. Some, you may already have 

under your belt, while others will be “on the job training”. 

Once you begin to network with other homesteaders, you 

will be amazed at the amount of advice and assistance 

these people will make available to you. And vice versa 

as you, in turn, will discover that you will have valuable 

information to share as well. But what are some of these 

skills? Let’s take a look at a few of the most important, and 

maybe some that will be amusing as well.

GardeninG: Perhaps the most important skill that a 

homesteader will learn or enrich, is that of gardening. 

A garden is the first step that most backyard or urban 

farmers take as they pursue their new lifestyle. For some, 

a garden is as far as they will take homesteading, as they 

are interested only in supplementing or providing in full, 

their own vegetables and fruits. (Again, usually due to 

space, time or regulations.) 

Although most people think of a garden as a plot of 

ground, dug up or cultivated and then seeds, plugs (small, 

very young plants) or plants put in, a garden can actually 

be created in a few different ways. There is, of course, the 

classic, rectangular or square, backyard garden, with a 

variety of vegetables, and even fruits, growing beautifully 

in the ground. But, what if your space, or lack there of, 

prohibits one of these gardens from being put in? In this 

case, the homesteader has a number of other options that 

can be looked at to mold into the space available.

Sometimes your available space will, as has been already 

stated, dictate what you can and cannot do on your site. 

You really will have little, if any choice in how the garden 

area is set up. This could be especially true for apartment 

dwellers (although sometimes a small group may get 

permission for a garden on site if there is space), renters 

who, even though they may be renting an entire house, 

the landlord will frown on the lawn being dug up, RV’ers, 

isn’t working and what changes you see that you can 

make the next time around. The following year or season, 

change what needed to be changed and add a few more 

things to the garden or livestock herd or begin another 

project that you want to add. Again, keep track of what 

worked and didn’t, and make decisions for possible 

eliminations of things that are not working out after 

trying for a few years. Or if you had a bumper crop of 

something last year and don’t need to grow it this, it is a 

good time to try something new. 

By gradually adding to your operation and mak-

ing necessary changes as you go, you have less risk of 

overwhelming yourself and more chance of success. You 

will also find that you will enjoy yourself much more by 

taking it slow, allowing yourself time not only to learn but 

to absorb what you are learning, and become comfortable 

putting it into practice. 

Gradual growth is also better on the wallet. You will find 

that getting started can be expensive, and there might 

be some sticker shock with some of your purchases. But 

when you allow yourself to go slow, it will give you time to 

budget and prioritize your needs. 

At some point, and it will be sooner than you think, you 

will be ready to have a good growth spurt. You will be 

comfortable with what you are doing, and maybe by now 

even giving other pointers on what they need to do or 

are doing right or wrong. Not only will the homestead 

be running pretty smooth (and you will quickly find out 

that smooth doesn’t mean perfect), but you will be ready 

to add the rest of what you want, feeling confident about 

whatever you do now and in the future. 

(29)
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sometimes tropical climates, container gardening can 

actually be an asset for the gardener in the colder climate, 

as it allows the northern gardener to grow citrus (or other 

warm climate foods) outdoors in the summer, and bring 

the fragile plant indoors during the late fall, winter and 

early spring. However, when planting in containers, even 

plants that can survive the winter planted directly in the 

ground, like blueberries and apple trees, may still need to 

be brought in if the winters get too cold, so that the root 

systems do not freeze in their pots, as the pots will not 

provide the same protection and insulation from the cold 

that planting directly into the ground will.

A few things to consider for container gardening; although 

this is not a difficult garden style to keep, there are a 

few things that the container gardener can run into that 

someone with a traditional garden may not. Keep in mind 

that the soil in pots can dry out faster than the soil in a 

regular garden will. But you must also remember that it 

can be easy to over water the plants as well, so, a balance 

must be set. This is really quite easy to over come and 

there should be few problems. When the soil in the pot 

looks dry, simply poke your finger, an ice cream stick or 

even a pencil a few inches into the soil. If it comes out wet, 

don’t water. If dry...water. Of course, there are various 

meters that do this which may be purchased as well, but 

for those on a tight budget; the stick or pencil will work 

just fine, without the frills.

You should also put drainage into the bottom of the pots. 

Again, this is easy to do. Before putting soil into the pot, 

drop in shards of broken pottery, stones or even packing 

peanuts on the bottom, and then cover with soil. Before 

doing this, however, you also need to make sure that there 

are drainage holes in the bottom of the pot. If there are 

none, carefully drill 2-4 holes into the bottom, about dime 

or nickel size should do. Then put in the shards, stones 

or peanuts, then the soil. (Note that placing the drainage 

aids over the drainage holes of the pot will also keep soil 

from coming out of the drainage holes, while still allowing 

excess water to drain.)

One nice thing about container gardening is the lack 

of weeds. This is not to say that there is absolutely no 

weeding involved, as outdoor containers will get some 

residents of mobile home parks, etc. However, it is impor-

tant to note that, even when what you can do will basi-

cally be dictated by what is not available space wise, it 

will still be necessary to use what ever is available to you 

wisely. You may ask, how can a garden be put in a place 

when you have no space? This would be where container 

gardening comes into play.

The ConTainer Garden

The container garden has been in existence as a 

growing style for flowers, cactus and other decorative 

plants for a very long time, but only recently has 

the focus been on this particular gardening style for 

food production. Container gardening is an excellent 

alternative to the traditional vegetable garden, 

especially for those with little to no space for a the 

traditional or raised bed garden. Potted plants can 

be scattered or grouped into areas where otherwise 

a garden could not exist, although the same growing 

basics of sunlight, water and soil type will still exist 

with container gardening. For example, a plant that 

needs full sun in the garden will still need full sun 

growing in a container. And, a plant that needs support 

as it grows, such as peas or tomatoes, will still need 

those supports. The only thing that changes is the fact 

that the plant is growing in a container instead of 

directly in the ground. 

Container gardens are excellent for houses that have 

only a patio for a yard, or an apartment dweller who has 

a balcony, fire escape (with permission), roof or bright 

room. Container gardens are also ideal for RV’ers, as the 

plants become movable and portable (although when 

moving plants that are loaded with blossoms, fruits or 

vegetables, you must use caution so that nothing falls 

off). Container gardens will also work very well in mobile 

home parks, where space can be at a premium, you may 

be renting your lot which may mean being unable to plant 

a garden, or as with an RV, the mobile home may be on a 

concrete slab, with no soil around it at all. 

Container gardening is not only for vegetables and herbs. 

Many fruits may also be grown in containers, including 

some fruit trees and bushes, including berries and citrus. 

And, as citrus can only be grown year round in warm, 
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plants before had some type of problem that could be 

passed to the new ones that will now be occupying the 

pots and containers. 

Until now, we have discussed container gardens as being 

in pots or planters. But the gardener can get very creative 

when planning and developing a container garden. It 

is surprising just what can be successfully turned into a 

planting vessel. 

Old metal buckets make wonderful and quite decorative 

hanging baskets, while plastic buckets work well on the 

ground (due to the fact that some plastics, new or old, may 

be brittle or thin and may not support the weight from 

hanging). Watering tubs for livestock work as well, as do 

wheelbarrows (if using an old wheelbarrow, make sure 

the bottom isn’t rotting out and can support the planting), 

old tires.....use your imagination! Just make sure there 

is ample drainage in whatever you are using, whether 

already there or you must install (again, simply by drilling 

a few holes). 

Now that we have discussed the container garden, 

it should be said that, even though the popularity 

of container gardening has been growing rapidly, 

most gardens that have been planted, are still either 

traditional or raised bed types. 

TradiTional Gardens

The traditional garden, as far as will be discussed in this 

book, is the garden in which the plants are put directly 

into the ground. For most first timers, this is the preferred 

style, as it is what they are most familiar in seeing, has a 

little less work to it initially and can be a bit cheaper to 

begin with, mainly due to the fact that you won’t have to 

purchase pots or containers, soil or build frames (as you 

would need for raised beds). 

Of course, a traditional garden can be much more than 

just a “garden in the ground”, as depending on the culture, 

it may take many forms and designs. For the backyard or 

urban farmer, however, the traditional garden consists 

of edibles (vegetables, herbs, edible flowers and fruits), 

usually a basic rectangular shape and varying in size. 

Plants (or seeds) are usually planted in rows, however the 

garden may also be divided into sections, the number of 

weeds. However, it will normally be much less than the 

traditional garden, and the few weeds that will grow are 

very easy to remove, making weeding your container 

garden a fairly quick job. To help even further in weed 

prevention, mulch may be used in the pots to cover the 

soil. However, if starting with seeds, it is advisable to wait 

until the seeds sprout and are a few inches tall before 

adding mulch, so that the mulch does not suffocate the 

plants or hinder the seeds in their sprouting. 

Once the pots are prepared, plant the seeds, plugs or 

plants as per directions that came with each, use supports 

as needed, disperse or arrange as applicable on the deck, 

balcony, poolside or where ever you plant to place the 

pots, give TLC and wait for your harvest.

One last item that needs to be considered when starting 

a container garden is that there is an initial investment. 

Pots of various sizes will need to be purchased, and as 

some items like trees or perennials continue to grow 

larger, they will need transplanting into larger pots. 

Containers may be reused and you 

may find pots and containers at yard sales, thrift stores 

and even along the road for free. You can even reuse 

containers and pots that plants are purchased in. Before 

you use, however, simply wash with a light bleach and 

water solution and allow to dry in the sun. This will 

both clean and sanitize. This is done just in case the 

(30)
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plastic will also help provide warmth to the soil, making 

it a good selection for areas where the soil still may be a 

bit too cool at planting time. Holes will need to be made 

in the plastic for planting, but this is not a difficult task, 

and the plastic should last for at least a few seasons, if 

a sturdy grade is used. It should be noted that mulch, 

garden cloth and plastic for the garden might easily be 

found at garden centers.

Although there is some work involved, the traditional 

garden bed is usually the best and easiest style for the first 

time gardener, if the space is available. It can be the least 

expensive option for someone on a budget, and should 

you decide that gardening isn’t for you, at the end of the 

season or the following year, the garden plot may be 

smoothed out, leveled and reseeded with grass, with little 

monetary loss.

raised Beds Gardens

The raised bed garden has been steadfastly gaining 

popularity among backyard and urban farmers, as well 

as homesteaders. This style may even be found on a city 

roof. Raised beds are those garden beds that are raised up 

off of the ground, usually built into a frame just a foot or 

so up from the ground, although some are built on legged, 

framed platforms, several feet off of the ground. 

There are a few reasons that gardeners are choosing 

raised beds over traditional style gardens. Esthetics, ease 

of reaching the garden, less weeding, a disability that 

sections dependent on what the gardener wants, what is 

being planted and size of the plot. 

After selecting your plot space, the ground will need to 

be dug up or tilled. For the ambitious gardener, this may 

be done by hand, with a shovel. However, it is much 

easier and more practical, especially for a large space, 

to till. Tillers (which will dig up and turn the soil) are 

available for purchase or rental. If you do not want to do 

the job yourself, someone may be hired to do the work to 

your specifications.

One job that seems never ending in the traditional garden, 

is that of weeding. It can seem that, for every weed that 

you pull, 3 more will take their place. Weeding is a job 

that, if not kept up with, can take over your garden. And if 

the garden is full of small seedlings, a weedy garden can 

choke out the tiny plants.

There are shortcuts that may be taken, however. Once 

your seedlings, plugs or plants are in, you can cover the 

soil with mulch. (Natural color is best.) And although 

this will help with keeping the weeds at bay for multiple 

seasons, it can also be an expensive and time-consuming 

initial endeavor. 

A second garden trick you can use, is to lay newspaper 

down, around the plants, then cover the newspapers with 

a light coating of soil (to keep the papers from blowing 

away). Or, you can lay the papers and soil coating first, 

then tear holes in the paper and plant. This will usually 

last only one season and can also be time consuming, but 

it is great for someone on a tight budget and will block a 

lot of the weeds.

A third trick to help keep weeds at bay is use of a garden 

cloth. This is laid out and works just like the newspaper, 

however, like the mulch, there is an initial cost involved, 

but a good garden cloth should last multiple seasons. 

Finally, heavy grade black plastic may also be used. This 

is also laid just as the newspaper or garden cloth, but the 

(33)
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to help prevent rot. The sides may be a high as necessary 

and/or practical. But, they should be at least 10”-12” in 

height. Then, a legged frame is built and the garden box is 

attached. You should keep in mind that this type of set up 

will not work with root vegetables. Because the box would 

need to be 

deep, in order to grow root vegetables, it could make it 

difficult or even impossible to use the bed with a wheel 

chair, which is the main purpose of this legged style raised 

bed. However, if a standing person will be using this style 

of bed, then the box may be built deeper to accommodate 

root vegetables. 

Should you want a raised bed that can be used when 

standing, pallets are an excellent alternative. Stand them 

up on end, vertically side by side, and fasten together, 

creating a large box or rectangle. Because there are spaces 

in pallets, line with a fine, rust proof mesh or garden 

cloth, to prevent spillage of soil (or straw, as follows). 

This “box” may then be filled with soil or, to save a bit of 

money, fill part way with packed straw, the continue to fill 

the rest with soil. This could take a few days to a week to 

fill, as you will need to pack with straw, wait a few days 

then pack and fill. This should continue until the straw is 

at the desired height. Then fill the remaining space with 

the desired soil and plant. Keep in mind that this will last 

for a few seasons before the straw may need replenishing 

and either new soil or nutrients added to the old.  It would 

prevents the gardener from being able to work with a 

traditional garden bed, bad soil, even ease of harvesting.

Raised beds can, however, be a bit pricey, initially, to put 

in. Frames need to be purchased or built and the soil to 

fill the frames will also need to be purchased. Frames 

that are on the ground will need to be sunk down into 

the soil as well, for stability, at least 6”, which needs to be 

kept in mind when building or purchasing the frames. 

For example, if the raised bed is supposed to be 2 feet in 

height (From ground), allow enough material for 6 inches 

more. In this way, the base may be properly sunk into the 

ground and you will still end up with a raised bed that is 2 

feet in height. 

Raised beds start from ground level and may be as high 

as a foot or much more. Height is up to the gardener and 

his or her needs for. They may be constructed like steps, 

going from low to high (especially good for tight spots), in 

shapes (usually square or rectangular), or, if needed by 

someone in a wheelchair or who needs to stand to work, 

raised beds may even be constructed totally off of the 

ground and on legs, something like a table with high sides 

to hold the soil. 

Raised beds that are slightly sunk directly in the ground 

then raised to the chosen height, may be made from 

cinder block, wood or even stone. If the cinder block is 

stacked with the holes up, in the top row, those spaces 

may also be filled with soil and used as planting space 

(lettuce and herbs work great here). If you use wood, 

however, the pieces that will be partially sunk into the 

ground need to be treated with a non-toxic substance to 

prevent rotting. Otherwise, it could affect the plants or 

resulting fruits or vegetables.

For those who are wheelchair bound, raised beds may 

also be put on legs, to allow the disabled gardener to sit 

right at their garden, much like sitting at a dining table. 

The bed is built as a box, with the bottom needing to have 

some type of drainage and painted with a non-toxic paint 

(32)
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food gardening in an 
exisTing landscaPe

There are times when there is little or no room for a 

garden due to and existing landscape. And in most cases, 

it isn’t practical or feasible to tear out an entire landscape 

(unless it is truly unwanted). However, this does not have 

to be a problem for those wanting to plant a food garden, 

as the simple solution is to plant the food plants within 

and around the existing landscape. Containers with dwarf 

citrus or other fruit trees may be tucked amongst flowers 

or shrubbery, and vegetables may be planted in and 

around small, open spaces in the existing landscape. It 

also adds a little interest and fun, as your can be looking 

among the flowers, and see cucumbers or squash peeking 

out too. 

For those who want to plant food exclusively within their 

existing landscape, but still want to include flowers, 

there is a solution. Simply plant edible flowers, such as 

marigolds, nasturtiums, violas and pansies. Tulip bulbs 

are also edible; roses make a colorful addition to salads, 

as well as the hips being used for jellies and teas (this 

includes the wild rose hips as well), while hollyhock 

blossoms are used for teas as well. And if you have a yard 

(that you do not treat with pesticides) or woods don’t 

eliminate dandelions, fiddle heads or wild violets. The 

dandelion greens are edible (best when young...less bitter) 

and the buds may be batter dipped and deep fried and 

coated with confectioners sugar for a tasty treat. The little 

also be a good idea to cover the pallets with a non-toxic, 

protective coating to help stave off rot or disintegration. 

It should be stressed that garden crops need to be rotated 

every few years, for both traditional and raised beds. 

This is due to the fact that plants can drain nutrients 

from the soil. And if the same plant is in the same place 

year after year, pretty soon all nutrients are depleted 

and the planting will fail. So, it is a good idea to change 

plants around every few years, add new soil or compost 

to rebuild nutrients as a whole, or, if at all possible, give 

rotating patches a break every few years and let them sit 

and rebuild. (This is not always possible, however.) In the 

case of container gardens, the soils should be swopped out 

for new, at least every other year, if not every year. Old 

soil may be put in to composting, used to fill holes in the 

yard or mixed with new soil, the larger proportion of mix 

being new soil.

ComBinaTion Garden

The combination garden is simply any combination 

of a traditional, raised bed or container garden. And 

more gardeners, backyard or urban farmers are using 

a combination of styles in the process of growing their 

own food, especially when growing tropical fruits in 

cold climates or there is a little yard space for a small 

traditional garden but the gardener needs more space.

(31) (5)
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garden as well as your yard may be added to the list of 

edibles that you produce. 

soil

When planting a garden, items such as lettuce, mints, 

some herbs, squash and tomatoes can grow practically 

anywhere in any soil, many other plants will need at least 

some attention to soil and placement. The seed packets or 

tags that come with the seeds or plants will provide the 

necessary information as to the soil preference and needs 

of each individual plant. 

Tools

Of course, there are specific tools needed for the garden. 

In reality, you can get away with just a few simple 

tools like shovels/spades, a rake, trowel and a hose for 

watering. But, if your budget allows or if it is physically 

necessary, there are tools, machines and gadgets that will 

make gardening easier. 

Probably the one, large piece of equipment that would 

be though of for the new gardener, is a tiller (or rotor-

tiller). Tillers have rotating blades that will dig in and 

turn the soil over, basically digging up the area for your 

new garden or loosen up the soil of the old garden. The 

same thing may be done with a couple of shovels and 

some friends or family that you can draft the assist, 

but if the garden will be large, then turning the entire 

new garden with shovels become impractical unless 

necessary. Tillers come in a variety of sizes, weights and 

wild violet flowers in the yard may be sugared for cake 

decorations or added to salads. (Please note the African 

violet IS NOT edible.) And in some areas, you may even 

find that you have an assortment of wild berries or even 

herbs at your disposal. It is just up to you to find and 

identify them. 

But, it can’t be stressed enough that as fun and as 

satisfying that wild crafting may be (harvesting from 

the wild), it can also have its dangerous side. Incorrectly 

identifying a plant or berry can at the very least, make 

one sick and at the worst, be fatal. Probably the two areas 

that beginners can get themselves in the most trouble are 

with berries and mushrooms. Especially mushrooms. So 

should you decide to venture out and try a wild harvest 

yourself, make sure that you have someone with you who 

knows what they are doing, or at the very least, take some 

good classes. There are lots of good and healthy foods in 

the wild if you know what you are looking for, but just as 

many dangerous and potentially dangerous ones as well. 

One more addition to the short piece on wild crafting is 

to make sure that you do not harvest your wild foods to 

death! Make sure that what you are taking is sustainable, 

plentiful and legal, meaning not on the endangered list or 

for some reason illegal to take in your area.

With the addition of beds of edible flowers scattered 

throughout, or all flowerbeds turned into edible flowers, 

the flower lover can have their flowers without giving up 

precious food space. And with a little extra research, you 

may find that things you already have both in the existing 

(6) (21)
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rakes for grass and leaves, which have the large, flexible 

tines, and the solid, short tined garden rake. Both can be 

of use in the garden. The grass and leaf rake works well 

to remove leaves that have fallen from the trees or blown 

in the wind, from the garden. These rakes can remove 

leaves easier and are gentler than the garden rake, al-

though caution still needs to be taken around plants. The 

garden rake, as it is a much stronger tool than the grass 

and leaf rake, works well to smooth out soil and can be 

an assistant in removing weeds. Both rakes may be found 

in a small size, to allow working around tight areas or 

smaller gardens.

Pruners are more of a use to those growing fruits trees, 

berry bushes or large flower bushes such as hibiscus or 

roses, to clip off unwanted twigs and small circumference 

branches. However, the may also be used for removing 

fruits with thick stems from the vine, such as tomato, 

cucumber, peppers, squash and similar. When cutting 

herbs, individual lettuce leaves, edible flowers and other 

fine stemmed plants, a good, sharp pair of scissors works 

well. (And, as you are cutting food with them, it would be 

a good idea to have a dedicated pair of scissors to use for 

this purpose, as well as a pair of all-purpose scissors for 

general garden use.) 

Wheelbarrows can be a necessity to those who have large 

gardens, making it easier to remove pulled weeds from 

the site, cart necessary soil, equipment and even plants 

(so you can carry more than one plant to the garden at a 

time), while also being a big help to those with container 

gardens, when larger potted plants need to be relocated.  

A garden hoe makes weeding a bit easier, and heads can 

come in different sizes, which is very helpful if the garden 

is tight and does not have lots of room for larger sized 

head. Garden hoes can also help break up soil clumps, 

spread and smooth soil and make reaching into difficult to 

access areas of the garden, especially during weeding.

There are other small items that can also be helpful to the 

gardener. Things like gloves, knee pads, hats, buckets or 

aprons (to hold tools), even gardener’s hand soap, which has 

a grittiness that helps clean hands, are all items that are good 

to have in the garden arsenal, as well as a good hand lotion 

as time in the garden will end up being hard on your hands.

price ranges, and may be purchased new or used. Some 

styles are walk behind types while others may attach to 

a garden tractor. However, as this piece of equipment 

is only used a few times a year, some may find it a bit 

more practical to rent a tiller, or hire someone to come 

in and till the spaces for them. From here, most of the 

gardener’s equipment would be smaller, mainly but not 

limited to hand operated tools, some necessary, some just 

making the work a bit easier.

Shovels, spades and trowels are important hand tools for 

the gardener. The shovel with its’ pointed end, long shaft 

handle and scooped body, is used to turn soil, dig holes for 

planting or transplanting large plants or trees, and many 

times, as a general, all purpose pieces of equipment. 

The spade will have a shorter shaft handle and many 

times a hand piece at the top of the shaft handle that 

makes the shorter tool easier to dig with. The head of the 

spade will usually be flat with a straight edge bottom. 

Spades are great to do tasks such as edging or digging a 

small slot in the ground to bury a water hose.

The trowel is the small hand shovel that many gardeners 

are seen with. The heads may be short and round or long 

and pointed. Its very short handle allows the gardener 

to sit or kneel on the ground when using it. The trowel is 

used to dig the holes necessary for the small plants and 

plugs. It can also be used when digging small plants up for 

transplanting. A trowel is also much easier to use when 

you need to dig in very tight areas in the garden, when a 

regular sized shovel or spade could damage surrounding 

plants. Trowels also work well for container gardening. 

Note, however, that if you don’t have a trowel, many 

times, a large spoon (metal, not wooden) will work for 

small holes and containers.

A dibble is a small wooden tool, looking similar to a 

wooden hand citrus juicer. The dibble is used to make 

quick holes in the loose soil to plant seeds. Because it 

eliminates digging each individual little seed hole, it can 

make planting go a bit faster, although it is not a tool that 

is necessary. If the soil is loose enough, you can achieve a 

similar result by using a small twig or stick (green being 

best so it doesn’t break). 

The rake is another useful tool for gardening. There are 
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The organic garden
Growing organically, contrary to popular belief does not 

necessarily mean growing without some type of fertilizer 

or pesticide, although many do grow gardens without 

either. It does mean, however, growing with a certified 

organic fertilizer or pesticide, or a natural or homemade 

fertilizer or pesticide. 

If you want to go completely organic, the gardens would 

also be started with organic seeds and/or plants, which 

would be a necessity for organic certification. The option of 

having the garden certified organic however has a high cost, 

with yearly fees, soil tests and lots of paperwork. Unless 

you are looking to sell produce or seeds labeled as organic, 

certification is not necessary. That said, some states might 

allow a certain dollar amount of sales as organic from a 

non-certified organic garden. So, before you make any final 

decisions, check your state’s organic sales regulations. If you 

cannot find them, contact your county extension office and 

they should be able to direct you to the proper source, or 

have the information available at their office.

Some gardeners/growers/farmers say that growing 

organic is more expensive, some say not, although this 

can be true if you go for certification, due to the fees 

involved. Some will also say that growing organically is 

much more work, while others will say that the actual 

gardening work is not much different than any other 

gardening, but the paperwork, if you are certified, can be 

overwhelming. It will be up to you to weigh the pros and 

cons for your particular needs.

If you want to grow true organic, whether the garden will be 

certified or not, everything that will be used in the garden, 

from the seeds to the pesticides, must be organic/organically 

approved. Technically, the soil you use needs to be pesticide 

free for 7 years as well, if you want to follow certification 

guidelines (again, even if you choose not to certify). However, 

most gardeners who want organic but are not getting certifi-

cation will normally skip this step. They may or may not use 

all organic seed, although many will. They will, however, use 

organic pesticides or stay away from pesticides all together, 

will opt to use companion planting and beneficial insects to 

help control disease and pests. If this is your option, there are 

many lists both online and in books and gardening maga-

zines, as well as information available from local extension 

offices (which each county has). Just be aware that real or-

ganic is, literally, organic from the ground up. Just keep in 

mind that you will need to check state regulations if you plan 

to sell produce from your garden as organic. 

All though there have been arguments that organic foods 

are no better or healthier than “regular” foods, this is 

slowly being found to be untrue, especially with foods 

where the outer skin is also eaten, such as berries, apples, 

pears and most stone fruits (which are those fruits with 

pits, such as peaches). This due to the fact that when 

pesticides are used on these foods, even when washed, 

chemical residue may still be ingested. This does not 

happen as much with fruits and vegetables that are peeled, 

such as citrus (except for kumquats, which may be eaten 

peel and all). Organic foods also have shown to be a better 

choice for those who already have health issues.

In the end, it is up to the gardener. If you are growing for 

your own needs, then you may choose partially organic or 

organic with no certification. If you want to get product into 

the organic market, then you would need to become certified 

and follow certification guidelines. And if you are afraid 

of chemicals in or on your food and want a totally natural 

defense against pests and disease, then the use of companion 

planting and beneficial insects will be your choice. 

(34)
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growing your food
In growing your food, there are actually a few options. The 

soil based gardens, as just described, hydroponics, which is 

growing soil-less and aquaponics, which uses fish as a part 

of the gardening process. Although most home garden-

ers will choose to use the traditional soil based method of 

growing, we will briefly discuss each option. 

The soil based garden is 

the most coveted garden 

for most, mainly because 

anyone can do it any-

where (whether tradi-

tional garden or contain-

ers) and has much less 

of an initial financial 

output than hydroponics 

or aquaponics (although 

costs are coming down). 

When using the soil based garden option, there can be 

things that may need consideration, depending on the 

type of soil you have, or in some areas with notoriously 

“bad” soil, you’re stuck trying to make do with. 

Some first time gardeners may choose to test their soil 

for pH, to make sure they have the right balance for their 

garden. If you are more comfortable with this, either to 

find out what type of soil you are dealing with or because 

something you are growing needs something specific out 

of the soil and you’re not sure if it there, then go ahead 

and test. Testing may be done using home soil testing kits, 

through a local extension office or through local or mail 

labs that will test soil samples. However, most gardeners 

will not test the soil unless they are either having prob-

lems with plants or if they know that their soil is bad, and 

it is necessary to make corrections. Examples of this may 

be a very sandy soil or clay. And if there are corrections 

to be made in the soil, what needs to be done will depend 

on the specific problem you are running into. 

Some times the problem is not with the soil itself, but with 

the drainage. And again, the solution will depend on the 

soil, lay of the land and location of the garden. As each 

problem and solution will vary with each situation, your 

best fix will be to discuss the situation with a local exten-

sion agent, nursery or even the local garden club or neigh-

boring farmer. They will usually be able to tell you the best 

way to resolve your drainage problem, as they have most 

likely run into similar situations throughout their career.

selecTing and  
acquiring seeds, 

PlanTs and/or Plugs
There are many ways to source and acquire seeds, plants 

and plugs. Seeds and plants may, of course, be purchased 

at any number of stores 

including the big box type 

and even grocery stores. If 

purchasing seeds, hybrids 

are the most common type 

found. However many 

stores have begun to carry 

both organic seeds and 

heirloom seeds, albeit in 

a limited capacity. Plants 

may also be purchased at many stores, especially the big 

box stores, along with fruit trees and berry bushes. Some 

grocery stores many even carry herb plants. However the 

care given may be questionable as these places usually 

do not employ gardening specialists, and should you have 

questions about a plant you intend to purchase, chances 

are no one will be able to answer you. 

Farm and feed stores will also sell seeds and plants. 

Again, seed choices as far as organic and heirloom may be 

limited, but some farm stores will carry some of the more 

unusual types of seed. And, should you have a question 

about a seed or a plant, you will most likely find someone 

who can give you the answers that you need. 

Local greenhouses will be a good source for plants, plugs and 

seed, although some greenhouses will focus more on plant 

and/or plug sales than seed sales. Many greenhouses will have 

a large assortment of plants to choose from, both hybrids and 

heirlooms, as well as fruits, berries and even nuts and other 

more specialized items. Plus, locally run greenhouses are more 

apt to be carrying the correct plants and seeds for your region, 

and will be able to answer your questions. 

Of course, one of the best sources to find an abundant 

number of seeds, hybrid, organic and heirloom, as well 

as plants and plugs, is through the seed catalogs that 

are available through the mail and online. Through the 

(8) (25)
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country during certain times of the year in order to 

avoid these situations, so do not press a nursery to ship 

to you out of season, otherwise your purchases may not 

be guaranteed. If you absolutely need something during 

overly cold or hot weather, this too would be a good time 

to start with seed, as they can be delivered any time of the 

year (if in stock).

Last but not least, you can do what gardeners have been 

doing for centuries to obtain seeds. Save them from past 

harvests. Of course, it goes without saying that if you 

are saving seeds from past harvests, you probably have 

already had a garden. But, if you are a first time gardener 

and want to save seeds for your new garden plot, there 

are other ways to obtain the seeds to save. For example, 

when you purchase fresh vegetables from a market, save 

the seeds instead of throwing them away. You can also 

have friends and relatives save seeds for you to prep for 

the garden. For things like greens/leafy vegetables, let one 

or two nice plants go to seed then harvest them.

Whether you save from your own homegrown vegetables 

or from those you have purchased, it is best to use seeds 

from non-hybrid or open pollinated seeds. The best 

example of this type of seed would be heirlooms. Although 

you can attempt to plant saved hybrid seeds, you can 

never be sure if they will produce true to the vegetable 

or plant that the seeds originally came from. Simply put, 

hybrid seeds that you saved from other hybrids may not 

produce a vegetable, or fruit for that matter, that looks 

like the vegetable (or fruit) that they came from. They may 

be different in looks or size, or you may get plants that do 

not produce anything at all. If you like to experiment and 

have the time and space to do so, it is worth trying a few, 

if for nothing else but to be able to record and learn from 

your results. 

There are a variety of ways to save seeds from a plant or 

vegetable. Saving seeds from the squash family simply 

entails separating the seeds from the “guts” when the 

squash is cleaned, rinse and let air dry thoroughly.  

Pepper seeds are simply removed and dried, but when 

removing seeds from hot peppers, it is best to use gloves. 

If you don’t, do not put your fingers near or at your eyes. 

Other seeds, such as cucumber, need to also be pulled 

hundreds of catalogs available, a gardener can find almost 

anything they are looking for, including the hard to find, 

the rare and the very unusual. With a little bit of research, 

you may be able to find a few local spots that will carry 

the rare, unusual and heritage types. However, the largest 

assortment that you will find available will be through 

catalogs, both print and online. 

There are a few drawbacks to purchasing online, however. 

This applies not so much to seeds, as it does to plants and 

plugs. Unlike purchasing live plants in person and being 

able to see and inspect what you are purchasing, when 

buying online, you do not get that same opportunity. As a 

result, you must rely on what the nursery promises and/or 

reviews of their products, shipping and customer service, 

as written by past and present customers. If you are unsure 

about ordering live plants online, then try the company 

out. Place a small order, one or two plants (or whatever 

the minimum may be) to see how your plants ship, their 

condition, and so on. If you like what you see, go back and 

make your full purchase. If not, you may either follow the 

nursery’s guarantee and refund instructions for product 

return, or keep them and try a new provider. Of course, it 

always helps if you know someone who had experience in 

dealing with purchasing plants online. 

Another problem you may run into is certain plants not 

being able to be shipped to certain areas. Meaning that 

you may see a plant you want online, but your state 

has restrictions against importing it within state lines. 

This problem can be addressed by purchasing seeds, 

if available, instead of plants, as there are few, if any, 

restrictions on the importation of seed, state to state. So 

although you would have to start the plant from seed, you 

will at least have your plant.

When ordering plants online and through the mail, 

keep in mind the time of year that you are ordering. You 

don’t want to order new plants from a nursery based in 

a warm region of the country, while you are still in sub 

zero weather, or you may have frozen plants by the time 

they get to your home. It can be the same if shipping 

in temperatures that are too hot, only instead of frozen 

plants, you may have wilted or dried out plants delivered. 

Some nurseries may only ship to certain areas of the 
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including location (sun, shade or mix), depth of planting, 

spacing, germination time, and so on. If the seeds that 

you are using are those that you saved from a previous 

harvest, then if you can remember how you planted the 

year before, you’re golden. If not, don’t get nervous. Just 

look it up in a book, online, or talk to another gardener or 

farmer who may have planted that or a similar vegetable. 

Depending on where you are climate wise, some seeds 

may need to be started indoors well ahead of time, in 

order for the plants to be able to produce before the end 

of the season. This may be done though the set up of a 

small green house, either attached to the house, an out 

building or a stand-alone. Or set up a small growing area 

inside of the house, somewhere out of the way but easy 

to care for and monitor, using shelves and grow lights, 

which give the seeds the proper type of light to grow into 

sturdy seedlings. While you may also put seeds in the 

window, if the light is not correct, you may end up with 

seedlings that are weak and spindly. Some will also use 

warming pads under the seed germination trays. This 

can help in germination through gently heating the soil. 

And although neither of these set ups are absolutely 

necessary for indoor germination, a grow light can 

make it a bit easier for the sprouts to germinate nice and 

strong, with good, even lighting.

The seedlings that are started either indoors (whether or 

not they began under a grow light) or in the warmth of a 

greenhouse, will need to be hardened before they go out 

to the garden. Meaning, they need to slowly adapt to the 

cooler weather that will be going out into (unless you are 

in a climate that does not get very cold in the winter and 

early spring). The seedling trays can be carried outdoors 

for a few hours the first few days, then brought back 

indoors, gradually building up their outdoor time until 

they can be left outdoors and planted. This may take a 

week or more, depending on how you believe the plants 

out when the cucumber is cleaned, but as these are finer, 

much thinner and wetter seeds, they will be a bit more 

difficult to work with. Tomato seeds need to be removed, 

cleaned and fermented before being dried.  For any type 

of seed, however, when drying, the seeds need to be air-

dried. Drying in an oven, dehydrator, microwave or other 

similar methods may result in losing seed viability. 

There are a number of good books and articles available 

to give more in depth information on saving seeds, includ-

ing touching on what is necessary for specific types of 

seed. If you plan on doing lots of seed saving from your 

garden, it would pay to have a good seed saving book in 

your gardening/farming library.

So, gardeners have a variety of ways and means to 

acquire the seeds and plants that are needed or wanted 

for the garden. The best part is, you will not only learn a 

lot, but have lots of fun as well, as you progress in your 

development of the perfect garden.

seed sTarTinG

Seed starting isn’t rocket science, and it should not be 

intimidating. In fact, some seeds, such as leaf lettuces, 

can be as easy as sprinkling them onto the soil, cover 

lightly (with soil) and then water.  However, for most 

seeds, there is a little more than that to it when it comes to 

planting. Normally, the packaging that the seeds come in 

will have the precise information for planting the seeds, 

(1)
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begin picking in late August, you will need to start your 

seeds, indoors, in late April or very early May at the latest. 

Usually, the seed packets will supply germination time 

and expected time to harvest. If you are saving seeds for 

the first time, this information may be found online, in 

some seed catalogs or through the local extension office.

 If the seeds are for things that like the cool weather, like 

lettuces, spinach, kale, etc., once the threat of frost is over, 

they may be spread directly into the garden (unless you 

even want a head start on those as well).

Once you have the first season of seed starting under your 

belt, the following year will be easier, as you will be much 

more sure of what you are doing. And if something you 

tried did not work, make a note of what you did, what did 

or didn’t work (if you know), and maybe what you would 

like to try next year or next season (depending on the 

climate you are in) with the same seeds. 

layinG ouT The Garden

There are a number of ways that gardens may be laid 

out. In fact, the only limitation is available space and how 

much sun or shade is necessary. From there you can let 

your imagination take over, or just create a very basic 

functional garden.

are looking. Or, a cold frame can be used. This is nothing 

more than a glass box that acts like a greenhouse as well, 

but only the natural heat that occurs in the box heats it. 

The plants may be left out in the cold frame until ready 

to plant. 

However, the cold frame can get too warm. If there is too 

much heat inside the box, the top should be propped open 

to let air circulate and heat escape. The cold frame may 

also be covered with a shade cloth. Likewise, if there are 

still cold nights, the cold frame can lose the heat, in which 

case the box may be wrapped in old blankets at night. 

However, the cold frame will protect the young plants 

from wind and frost. Some gardeners and small farmers 

have even found that, even in cold, winter climates, they 

can do some year round growing using cold frames.

Cold frames may be purchased from a number of 

gardening or farming shops, or can be built at home. 

There are a number of plans and instructions on line, in 

books and various periodicals for building cold frames in 

any number of sizes and styles, simple to ornate.

If you have started your plants in a greenhouse, then 

a cold frame isn’t necessary, although they can still be 

used. Instead, as long as it will not affect other plants, if 

the greenhouse is heated, you can gradually lower the 

heat until it is eventually completely off. Make sure that 

you are not in store for any freezing nights, however, as 

if the greenhouse is too cold for the plants, it can have an 

adverse affect. Remember, a greenhouse is much larger 

than a cold frame, so the larger greenhouse will not retain 

the heat the same, as the small cold frame will.

One final note when starting seeds, to obtain the right 

start time, you need to calculate how much time it will 

take for the resulting plant to produce the first ripe 

vegetable or fruit. So, if something takes 90 days before 

harvesting can commence, and you want to be able to 
(10)
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nurTuring The garden /
naTural PesT conTrol & 

comPanion gardening
A part of gardening that can leave the gardener frustrated 

and with a lost crop are problems with pest and disease. 

While there are many types of chemical pesticides on the 

market that will help to solve these problems, they can 

also affect the good of the garden, as well as the bad. And 

what if you do not want to use chemicals on the garden? 

There are organic pesticides that may be safely used, but 

for those who choose to not even go in that direction, 

the other option is the use of predatory insects and 

companion gardening. 

Beneficial and predatory insects are just what it says: 

they are the good insects that prey on the bad insects 

in the garden or provide some other beneficial service. 

Two of the most familiar types are the ladybug and 

preying mantis. When released or brought into the 

garden, these insects will go after and kill the insects 

that are decimating your garden. Bees and butterflies 

are also beneficial, as they provide the pollination 

essential to your plants. 

Then, there is companion gardening. Companion 

gardening is the process of placing 2 plants next to each 

other that get along and help each other stay healthy. 

Sometimes certain plants will get along better with 

one breed than another. However some plants, such as 

marigolds, can be planted throughout the garden, as they 

will basically get along with and help anyone!

But, just as there are plants that get along, there are 

those that can be bad for each other and should not be 

put together. There are a number of charts available, 

both in books and online that lists the plants that are 

compatible to each other and those that are not, as well 

as the predatory insects.

(23)
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PuTTing uP food and 
oTher PreserVaTion 

Techniques
When you have more food coming out of the garden 

than what you can eat, it is time to decide how you 

will preserve the excess. One of the easiest methods is 

freezing, as everyone has a freezer, and it takes no more 

time than to package the food well and put in the freezer. 

However, you do run the risk of freezer burn, a shorter 

shelf life or losing it all when the power goes out. While 

some foods, like peas, actually do taste better and fresher 

when frozen, there are other ways to preserve.

Canning is the process of storing food in sealed, glass 

jars. It is a very old way of preserving food that is still in 

use today. And although it is a very good way to preserve 

foods, and even meat may be preserved this way, there 

are a few things to think about. 

Canned foods take up space, so you will need to be sure 

that you have the storage space for all the canned foods 

that you will have. 

If not done properly, the jars will not seal properly and 

the food will spoil.

There is an initial expense to canning, with the jar purchases. 

However, the jars and the ring part of the lids are reusable.           

Although canning can be a lot of work, it is also, probably the 

most common way of food preservation, next to the freezer.

If you are limited on space, then drying or dehydrating 

may be another preservation technique to consider. This 

method works well with peppers (especially hot peppers), 

onions, herbs, fruits and a variety of other vegetables. 

Even meats can be turned into jerky. 

Foods may be dried using a dehydrator or your oven. Then, 

when you are ready to use the dried food, it can be re-hydrated 

using water or stock. However, foods need to be thoroughly 

dried before storage, otherwise mold could occur.

Although the process can take time, dried foods take up 

less space and can be much easier for storage, and can 

have a longer shelf life than other preserving methods.

A delicious way to preserve meats is through smoking. 

Along with drying, smoking is probably the oldest method 

of preserving that there is. While smoking used to be done 

over open fires, today there are many ways to smoke foods. 

While you can build your own smokehouse, you may also 

purchase smokers that look like a grill and can be fueled 

with wood or gas and use wood chips for the smoke flavor. 

Other smokers look like small refrigerators, run on electric 

or gas and use pressed chunks for the smoke flavor. 

(1)
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animal husBandry/
liVesTock

This is another one of the very valuable skills you will 

gain as a backyard or urban farmer, should you choose 

to keep animals. Although the term “animal husbandry” 

also includes breeding, along with care, feeding and 

management, most urban farmers will not become 

involved in the breeding aspect of keeping livestock, 

although some backyard farmers (and homesteaders), 

may, through hatching chicks or breeding a dairy goat 

that will be used for milking. 

Technically, most any animal can be kept on a backyard 

or urban farm or small homestead, as long as there is 

enough space to properly raise the animal. However, 

most will keep small stock, maybe a cow or two for beef 

or milking, if possible. While a very large backyard farm 

or small homestead may keep a few pigs, due to the 

nature of keeping these very smart and sometimes very 

misunderstood animals, it is unlikely the backyard or 

urban farmer will keep any on their place. Therefore, 

the livestock briefly covered here will be those that are 

the most popular with the backyard or urban farmer or 

small homesteader.

raBBiTs

Rabbits are one of the most popular animals on the home-

stead, backyard farm and even the urban farm.  They 

are small (for the most part, unless you decide to raise 

a breed such as Checkered Giants), can easily be kept in 

a backyard, garage or even a dry basement, and a half 

dozen rabbits (depending on size) can produce enough 

offspring to keep a family in fresh rabbit meat quite nicely 

for the year. And, if angora breeds are used, there is also 

the added benefit, and value, of their fur or “wool”. That 

can be spun and used just like sheep, llama or alpaca, sold 

raw or used in craft projects, all of which can be used for 

bringing extra revenue into the household. Each adult, 

breeding rabbit should have his or her own cage or hutch 

and buck (male) and doe (female) rabbits should not be 

kept together full time. There should also be enough nest 

boxes for each doe, to be deposited into the cage before 

Some will turn old refrigerators into smokers and even 

others have found success in stove top or oven smoking, 

although smoking on the stove top or oven is usually for 

cooking flavor only and not for preservation. 

The Root Cellar used to be found in many homes, 

especially farmhouses, in a cool part of the cellar. 

Sometimes the root cellar was it’s own underground space 

or built into the side of a cool bank. The root cellar usually 

held the root vegetables, such as carrots, potatoes, turnips 

and beets, as well as apples, squash, pumpkins and other 

similar foods.

Whichever way you decide to preserve your foods, make 

sure that the process is done properly, otherwise all your 

work, along with the year’s harvest, will be gone.

compostIng

Composting is the art of making soil out of plant material. 

Composting may be done in a corner of the yard or in a 

composting container, of which there are many styles 

and price ranges. Basically, composting is piling plant 

material and, through the use of heat, moisture and, if the 

pile is outside in the yard, red worms, turning that plant 

material into a rich soil, sometimes referred to as “black 

gold”. This process can take from a few months to a year, 

and the pile will need turning every so often.

One important notation with composting: a good and 

proper compost pile does not have an odor, rather it 

should have a soil smell. As a result, if your compost pile 

has a rotting odor to it, the process is not going properly 

and the pile should be abandoned.

(18)
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types of spray or pesticide are ideal. 

However, some rabbits have problems keeping their teeth 

down. Their jaw may be misaligned causing the teeth to 

also be off, an injury may cause some damage that, again 

affects the jaw which will then affect the teeth, the teeth 

themselves may be out of line or age may be having its’ 

effect. Many breeders, especially show breeders, may cull 

rabbits with teeth problems as such problems can would 

get a rabbit disqualified from show and they do not want 

the problem passed on to offspring, if hereditary. However 

meat breeders may not, especially if the rabbit is a good 

breeder or parent. But, the rabbit cannot live with growing 

teeth. It will eventually kill them, either through starvation. 

In such a case, the rabbit’s teeth may be clipped, like the 

toenails. However, unlike toenails, it can be much trickier 

to clip teeth, this should only be done by a vet or other 

professional. This is not to say teeth clipping cannot be 

learned. It can. But you need to learn the right way to do it 

and the safe way to do it, for both you and the rabbit. 

Also, after a rabbit has had a litter, do not disturb them for 

a few days. Good rabbit mothers can be very protective, 

and even an otherwise friendly doe (female) may bite or 

kick when she has a new litter. Sometimes, a rabbit may 

even turn on her own young if she is disturbed too often 

at first. (Sometimes a first time mother may kill and eat 

her own young for no apparent reason. While disturbing, 

it is not abnormal. However if she continually kills her 

litters, she needs to be culled, either for meat or if she is 

an otherwise gentle animal with people, she may be sold 

for or kept as a pet.) 

As with any animal, water is essential. Those who have 

many rabbits in the rabbitry, may use a self water-

ing system consisting of small hoses or pipes running 

along the cages with small, metal nipples at each cage 

for the rabbit to drink from. While this makes it easier 

in some ways for the owner, it makes it almost impos-

sible to tell if a rabbit has stopped drinking. Why is this 

so important (besides the obvious necessity of water)? 

When a rabbit becomes ill, it can go downhill very quick-

ly. Sometimes, by the time symptoms show, it is already 

too late. However, one early sign that your rabbit may be 

having a problem is that he is not drinking. And if you 

she gives birth. 

Although rabbits are usually pretty easy to keep, there are 

a few things that the new rabbit breeder needs to keep in 

mind. Rabbits are quite susceptible to heat. Rabbits that 

get too hot will die. During hot summer days, they need 

good air circulation, which can include open garage doors 

(if kept in the garage), fans and, in extreme heat, fans 

with light misters to help keep them cool. You can also air 

condition the rabbitry, if decide to do this you will want 

to make sure that cold air is not blowing directly on them 

and set it to a comfortable temperature to ensure they 

don’t get stressed should the air conditioning goes out. In 

the end, the best ways to keep them cool is by using few 

good fans and maintain good air circulation.

Rabbits can stress and shock easily when frightened and 

can literally drop dead from fright or shock. Of course, in 

the best situation things can happen. However if a rabbit 

is not purposely put into such a situation, the chances 

of this happening are few. For example, if your rabbit 

is sleeping, don’t grab it. If your animals are not used to 

little children, don’t let them near the animals (this could 

not only frighten the animal, but cause them to possibly 

bite out of fear as well). If your rabbits become nervous 

during thunderstorms or hard rains, keep a radio in the 

rabbitry and turn it on to some nice music as needed. 

These will sooth the rabbits by drowning out much of the 

noise from the thunder or rain. 

Rabbits, although a relatively easy animal to keep, they 

do need physical maintenance. Their toenails need to be 

clipped, just as you would with a dog or cat. And, just like 

when trimming dog or cat toenails, if they are clipped into 

the quick (the meaty area of the nail), the nail can bleed 

and bleed badly. A quick dip into white vinegar, although 

it will sting the rabbit for a minute, will stop the bleeding.

The teeth of a rabbit are also continually growing. As a 

result, they need something to be kept in check. Normally, 

this isn’t really a problem, as through eating pellets, 

nibbling on chew sticks and such, will keep the teeth 

down. Chew sticks do not have to be purchased. Small, 

green branches cut from trees are great for a rabbit to 

chew on. But make sure that the branches are not toxic. If 

you have fruit tree branches that are not treated with any 
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milk use, including cheese, ice cream, and even butter 

if the butter fat is high enough. However, some are also 

now keeping a few for meat use as well. Although Boer 

Goats are a specific meat breed that is kept, many will 

also raise and slaughter the offspring from their dairy 

goat, especially a buck (male), as many times little does 

will either be kept for future milking or sold for dairy 

use. Bucks may also be sold as pets or breeding. Any buck 

being kept as a pet or for meat should be castrated. 

Goats are ruminants and have a 4-chamber stomach, 

sometimes even saying they have 4 stomachs. In a very 

brief nutshell, ruminants gain nutrients from plant-based 

foods, through fermentation that takes place within the 

stomach, using a bacterial process. You will notice that 

the goat will eat then at some point seemingly “burp up” 

or regurgitate some of their food. This is the proverbial 

“chewing their cud” and is a normal part of the process, 

along with burping. In fact, when you notice you goat 

not doing one or both, it usually means a serious health 

problem is brewing and a vet call is in order.

Along with hay, goats will eat alfalfa (limited amounts 

however, due to the richness), grass, sweet feed and feed 

pellets for goats (one type for meat, another for dairy), 

which is a necessity as the feed will provide any nutrients 

they may be missing. It is very important to mention, 

however, that goats should not have free access to any 

type of grains as it can result in death. That said, goats 

should have free access to salt blocks and water.

use a watering system, there is no way to tell. However, if 

water bottles are attached to each cage, it is quite easy to 

monitor water intake. 

Although there is more to the care, keeping, upkeep and 

breeding of rabbits then what has been covered here, it 

should give the potential owner a basic idea of what is 

involved in raising rabbits on the homestead, backyard or 

urban farm.

GoaTs

Not only are goats another one of the most popular 

animals to be kept on the farm, but they may also be one 

of the most fun! Known as the “Clowns of the Barnyard”, 

the goat is a practical, useful and entertaining animal. 

The goat is a herd animal. This means that the buck (male) 

or doe (female) will be happiest with another goat at 

home. However, sometimes, they will bond and become 

buddies with other animals as well: sheep, a horse, even 

the family dog. However, should the goat’s best buddy be 

another animal on the farm, be sure it is one that is not 

being raised for food, so that the goat does not have to 

have to go through a continual path of friendship and loss. 

If you plan to spend a lot of time with the goat, you or a 

family member can also become a substitute goat buddy. 

Most small homesteads or urban farms (yes, some 

municipalities are beginning to see the light and allowing 

goats, a they also allow chickens) keep a goat or two for 

(13) (14)
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(including rejection by the mother), for the first few days, 

when you milk the mother, all milk should be directed to 

the newborn, as it will contain the colostrum. Should you 

have any left, it will pay to freeze for use with another 

kid, in case fresh is not available. (Although replacement 

colostrum is available, fresh is best.)

Weaning usually takes place at about 8 weeks of age. If 

the kid is being bottle fed, it is usually no big production. 

However, if the kid is nursing and has not weaned on it’s 

own, expect lots of bleating from both mother and baby 

when you separate, especially if you are keeping the kid 

and mom can hear he or she cry. Of course, both will 

quickly get over this, but be ready for a noisy few days.

Although some like to keep their own bucks, this is not 

necessary if you do not have the space, as the buck should 

be kept apart from the goat until ready for breeding. If 

they are continually together, when breeding time comes, 

the buck or doe may lose interest. Bucks also give off a 

musky “buck smell”, and while some goat owners don’t 

like the odor, others do and are not bothered by it. It is 

basically a personal preference.

Should you decide not to keep a buck, breeding can still be 

done in one of two ways. First, you may either “borrow” 

a buck or second, use artificial insemination. If you 

“borrow” a buck, you will basically be limited to the ones 

available in your area. If artificial insemination is used, 

there will be a selection from a larger, even national pool, 

where you can even choose semen from exceptional or 

champion animals (at a price, of course, but if you want 

champion blood...)

Goats can have other uses as well. They make great light 

pack animals for hikes and can do a great job of clearing 

weeds and scrub. They also make wonderful pets with 

some, especially minis, being used as therapy animals.

There are a variety of dairy breeds to choose from, 

including heritage breeds (old, many times historical, 

breeds). Any there are two types as well: full sized and 

dwarf or mini breeds. In the end, what you choose will 

depend on the amount of space that is available to keep a 

few animals, as well as what you are looking for as far as 

milk production, butterfat and personality, dairy or meat. 

Housing for goats can be very simple or ornate. A small 

storage shed will do nicely as a shelter for a couple 

animals, as will an unused garage or corner of a barn. 

Dirt floors with a thick straw covering makes a good, 

warm floor and easy to clean. Water buckets or troughs 

should be easy to clean and disinfect if ever necessary. 

(Troughs are the better way to go, as the goats cannot 

tip them. If buckets must be used, be sure to secure 

them to a post so the animals cannot tip them. (A simple 

hook that the handle can go over usually works just 

fine.) Here’s a quick hint, when using water troughs, if 

the troughs are deep and you have chickens running 

with your goats, place a few rocks or stones on one end, 

inside the trough, like steps coming out of the water. 

These will act as a safety spot in case one of the birds 

falls in! Fencing needs to be sturdy, small weave and 

climb proof. Why? If the weave in the fencing is too 

large, the goats will be sticking their heads through, 

and some may even work the spaces enough so that 

they weaken then break the wire and eventually crawl 

through. Also, if a fence is too low, the goat will jump it 

at some point and if the weave spaces are too large, they 

will climb it! 

Unlike folklore, goats will not eat everything in sight. 

However, they will eat paper and cardboard, and may 

even try plastic bags or cloth, which could be harmful. But 

forget the tin cans. The most they will do is eat the paper 

label and leave the can to you. Some may also chew on 

wires so if you are keeping them in a shed with electricity 

and have anything plugged in (such as a light or radio), 

keep the wires out of your animal’s reach. The last thing 

you want is a tragedy because a live wire was chewed.

When kids are born, especially to a dairy goat, you may 

decide to bottle feed them, so that you have access to the 

doe’s milk. However, many find that their does provide 

enough milk for both themselves and the little kids, and 

choose instead to milk once per day instead of the usual 

twice per day. Should you decide to bottle feed, be sure 

that the kid gets to nurse at least for the first few days, so 

that they can get the colostrum that they needs. It is the 

first milk produced and is necessary for the heath of the 

kid due to the antibodies against disease. If, for whatever 

reason you decide not to have the kid nurse at all 
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at about 95 degrees F. Chicks will chill quickly, and a chilled 

chick will most likely be a dead chick. (This is why, when 

you mail order chicks, there is usually a minimum number 

you must purchase. That minimum number makes sure 

your chicks stay warm during transport.) Of course, the 

chicks need to be contained to keep warm. A box, small 

tub, or old playpen with a heat lamp over one end (leaving 

the other end an area for chicks to get out of the heat when 

necessary) will work well as a brooder, although you could 

also purchase a brooder. Sometimes, a broody hen (a hen 

wanting to set on eggs) will accept and foster chicks. As the 

weeks go on, the heat can gradually be reduced until the 

chicks no longer need the extra warmth. 

Also, when giving little chicks water, especially during 

the first week, use plastic lids from peanut butter or 

mayonnaise jars. But first, line the entire bottom with 

sanitized pebbles. And they are easy to find. Simply collect 

small pebbles from your driveway or gardens (again 

make sure the area the stones are gathered from have not 

been treated with anything) and drop into boiling water 

for about 5 minutes then remove, dry and cool. Put the 

sanitized pebbles into the jar lids in a single layer, and 

then fill with water.  This is a little trick that allows the 

chicks to drink without the risk of them tripping, falling 

into their drinking water and drowning or getting wet. 

As they get older, the chicks can then graduate to a chick 

waterer within a few weeks.

Once the chicks are old enough to be out of the brooder, 

they can then move outdoors, into a secure pen or coop. 

If they are still quite small, it is important to keep them 

ChiCkens and Turkey

It seems that most homesteads, backyard or urban farms 

begin with gardens and chickens. Chickens are available 

in a rainbow of colors and a variety of sizes and types. And 

although when you think of turkey, the big commercial 

bronze or white immediately come to mind, these large 

birds also come in a variety of colors and types as well. 

On the homestead, chickens are raised for eggs and meat. 

On the backyard or urban farm, there is usually a limit as 

to the number of birds that can be kept (normally no more 

than 6 hens), so they are usually kept for eggs, sometimes 

then using the hens for stewing in a few years, when they 

stop laying. This brief section will focus mostly on laying 

hens, as this is the direction most backyard and urban 

farmers choose.

As turkeys are a large bird, these are usually limited to 

the homestead as well. However, some backyard farms 

may keep a pair for pets, using the eggs for cooking or 

eating, or may raise a few each year for Thanksgiving and 

Christmas, purchasing new chicks each spring.

The first time owner may 

purchase their chickens 

as chicks or as partially 

or fully-grown birds. 

As chicks, they are very 

difficult to tell whether 

male (roosters) or female 

(hens) unless they have 

either been sexed (sort-

ing males/females) or are 

sex linked breed (mean-

ing the sex of the chick can be told from the color). When 

purchasing from hatcheries online, you will usually have 

the choice of purchasing a specific sex or a straight run 

(the chicks are an unknown mix of male/female). If chicks 

are purchased from feed stores, you may have this option, 

however, if you are purchasing direct from a local farm, 

unless the chicks are sex linked or the farmer knows how 

to sex the chicks, you will be purchasing a straight run. 

The same process pretty much goes with turkey chicks as 

well. 

There are a few necessities in the upkeep of chicks, turkey 

or chicken, and these necessities, especially in the first 

week, can be a matter of life or death for the hatchlings. 

Perhaps the biggest necessity, besides water, of course, is 

heat. In their first week of life, little chicks need high heat, 

(12)
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one egg per day, usually 5 times per week, but sometimes 

more. As hens get older (well over a year) laying may slow 

but you will probably still get plenty of eggs from your 

girls. Some people will swap out hens every year or so, 

but many will keep their hens until they completely stop 

laying, which can take a number of years. 

As winter comes closer and daylight lessens, the light in 

the coop will need to be extended artificially, so that the 

hens will continue to lay. Once the cold actually sets in, 

especially in areas where it gets cold and snowy, laying 

can stop until it starts to warm up again. 

Chickens are susceptible to a number of health problems 

and diseases if not kept or managed properly. It is important 

to read about some of these risks before you bring your 

birds home, no matter what age, in order to be sure that 

the risk factor is reduced. However, as with any animals, 

problems can occur under the best of circumstances. 

As far as natural lifespans for chickens, there is really 

nothing set in stone. As rough and tough as a chicken can 

be, they can also be as fragile. So, they can live a couple 

years, or they can live ten years.   It all depends on the 

bird and their situation. If she lives to a ripe old age, this 

does not mean that a hen will lay her entire life. She will 

slow down after a few years and, if she lives long enough, 

eventually may stop all together. 

Turkeys are the same, as far as rearing chicks, but turkey 

chicks can be a bit more difficult to get past the first few 

weeks than chicken chicks. And although, as previously 

stated, turkeys do lay eggs (not all season however, just 

for a window of time) and the eggs are edible, again, most 

will raise a few birds just for the holiday tables. 

Care for turkeys is similar than for chickens, although 

turkey or game bird food will be fed instead of chicken 

feed.(Males are toms and females are hens.) However, as 

the chicks are larger, as are the adult birds, then chickens, 

much more space will be necessary for just a few birds.

Chickens, as well as turkeys, can be fun to have on the 

homestead or backyard farm. Some actually become 

part of the family and turn into family pets, especially 

chickens. They are easy for the kids to care for and they 

will have loads of fun gathering eggs each day. 

And for the record... No, you do not have to have a rooster 

for the hen to lay eggs. So if regulations in your area allow 

hens but no rooster, no worries, you can still have your 

fresh eggs.

confined in a pen within the coop, as they can still be 

vulnerable to rats, owls, and other animals or birds who 

might prey on them. Of course chickens of any size are 

vulnerable to being hunted, but the little ones would 

be the first to go.  Of course they won’t be big enough to 

jump up into nest boxes yet, so make sure they have a 

place to run into for protection, even inside the enclo-

sure within the coop. Additionally, if you are placing the 

younger chicks with larger chickens, use caution as they 

older birds may give the younger a difficult time. In fact, 

any time a new bird is being introduced into the group, 

the best time to do this is at night, in the dark, when the 

others are asleep. The chicks will also need a feeding area 

where, if you also have larger chickens, they smaller ones 

can squeeze into but the adults cannot, otherwise the 

older birds may eat all of the younger one’s food.

Of course, this can all be avoided if chicks are purchased a 

little bit older, at the pullet stage (over 8 weeks but under 

1 year in age, at which time the pullet becomes a hen). 

As hens reach laying age at approximately 20 weeks of 

age (sometimes a bit older), you may want to look for and 

purchase birds closer to laying age if you do not want to 

be bothered to raise chicks. However, if you are raising 

them for meat, then it is cheaper to raise from chicks, 

as you will not have them more than 3 or 4 months, 

depending on how quickly they grow, instead of having to 

wait the 20+ weeks for egg production to begin.

There are different diet needs for the various stages of the 

hen, chick to laying age, as well as for those birds being 

raised specifically for meat (hens or roosters). If the birds 

are allowed to free range at least a bit, they will also love 

to eat grasses and insects. If the birds cannot, for any 

reason, free range, then you can collect grass clippings 

after mowing (as long as the lawn is not treated with 

anything) and place the clipping in their run. It will be 

greatly appreciated by the girls. 

Of course chicks will go through a series of molts or feather 

loss and replacement, which will continue throughout their 

life. By 6 weeks, they will have already molted once, when 

fuzz begins to turn to feathers, then 3 more as a pullet, 

usually partial molts with the last coming at about laying 

time. From there, usually there will be one molt a year, 

during which time the hen will not lay. 

Once the hens begin to lay, the first eggs may be quite 

small. This is normal and they are still quite edible. Laying 

may also be erratic at first, but then the hens should lay 
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However, if space is available, some may keep and 

castrate the calf if it is a young male, and raise it for 

beef, even though it is a dairy breed. And, some owners 

will purposely breed their dairy cow, through artificial 

insemination, with a beef breed, hoping that the beef 

genes will dominate, keep the calf whatever the sex and 

raise it for beef again, if the space is available. 

The one difference between keeping a dairy cow or 

a beef is that the dairy animal will need much more 

attention than beef. Beef cattle can be turned out into a 

good pasture to graze, need minimal shelter and can stay 

outside all year as long as they have some sort of shelter 

to get in out of sever weather. They will need to check 

supplemental feed, water, salt blocks as well as make 

sure they are doing well health wise, but other than that, 

beef animals can be a bit more independent. Dairy cow, 

however, need good shelter (being brought in at night 

is best), milking twice per day, health checks, especially 

for mastitis (a serious aliment with the udder that not 

only affects milking but can cause severe problems for 

the animal, which can be found in goats as well), proper 

supplements for optimal health during breeding and 

milking, as well as salt, grazing area, good quality hay 

and water. 

For those who are serious about putting a cow, 

particularly a dairy cow, on their premise, there are 

mini breeds of cattle that may work. They are a much 

smaller size than a full sized cow (with size, of course, 

depending on breed), need less space than their full sized 

counterpart and eat less then their full sized counterpart, 

with owners stating that these animals still produce 

enough milk for their family. However, these animals 

can be difficult to obtain, and when you do find a few 

available, they are very expensive. In fact, you can expect 

to spend up to a thousand dollars or more for one animal, 

again depending on breed and availability. However, if 

your budget allows and there are no restrictions in your 

area against having cattle, then mini breeds of cattle may 

be something to look at.

In the end, if you do have sufficient space for a few beef 

cattle or a dairy cow, there is nothing like fresh milk or 

your own, homegrown beef! 

CaTTle (dairy/Beef)

When someone thinks of a homestead or farm of any 

type, the idyllic picture of the mind is a cow quietly 

grazing in the pasture. However, with so many of the 

“new farmers” of today being on small lots or even in the 

middle of the city, a cow, whether for dairy or beef, is not 

practical or probably even allowable. Granted, in older 

times, you might see a milk cow in a city backyard, but 

unfortunately, not today. 

As many small homesteaders and most all backyard and 

urban farmers will opt for keeping goats, due to space 

limitations as well as cost and area regulations, only a few 

short paragraphs are being included on cattle. 

Those backyard farms and small homesteads that do 

keep a few cattle, will usually keep a few head of beef (1 

head = 1 animal). However, depending on the age that a 

beef animal is acquired, it can be up to a 2-year or more 

commitment, unlike chickens or even goats that are 

raised for meat. And, unless there is a lot of grazing, you 

are feeding a large animal and need to figure that cost 

each day.

Keeping a dairy cow is a similar situation. It will take 

a while before a dairy cow is ready to breed (at least 

1 year), and while this time frame is similar to that 

of the dairy goat, you are having to feed and keep 

a much larger animal, with a much larger financial 

commitment until you get your first milk...unless you 

purchase a full grown, milking animal, which is quite 

plausible and will allow you to have milk for the house 

right away. You need to remember, however, that the 

cow will need to be re bred in order to keep the milk 

flowing at maximum rate, and during some of this time, 

you will need to dry the cow out, meaning allowing the 

milk bag to dry up, in turn, meaning no milk for a short 

period of time. Usually this is done every year or so, 

however, some owners have been able to have longer 

periods of time between breeding with their cow, even 

though not at maximum production, still producing 

enough milk for their use. They have also found this 

helpful due to the fact that they do not have to find 

homes for a new calf every year. 
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ConsideraTions (livesToCk), spaCe, 
feedinG, leGal, slauGhTer, eTC.

Alternative live stock aside, when you are looking 

at purchasing livestock, each type will have specific 

considerations to keep in mind, as well as general 

considerations for all. We have already spoken about 

space, feeding and legal aspects, but neither of these 

can be stressed enough. If you cannot even meet one of 

the three, your ability to keep livestock will be nil. Legal 

aspects, such as zoning, may be challenged (as many 

backyard and urban farmers are, in fact, doing... and 

many times winning), but if you cannot sufficiently house 

or feed the animals, then you need to wait. 

If you are purchasing milking animals, be they goats or 

cows (even sheep...should you choose to do so), certain 

equipment will be necessary. If you want to automatically 

milk, then milking machines will be necessary. Small, 

portable machines that will milk one animal at a time 

or two are readily available and may be purchased new 

or, if in good and clean working condition, used. These 

machines will also need upkeep and repair as they go 

along, as they will get a lot of use. If you are going to hand 

milk, then you will need good, clean, stainless buckets to 

catch the milk.

Should you plan on pasteurizing the milk, you should 

have a home pasteurizer. While pasteurization can be 

done on the stovetop, it is a knack you will need to learn 

so that you do not burn the milk. Many find using the 

pasteurizer easier. If you plan on consuming your milk 

raw, as many who raise dairy animals choose to do 

and is the reason they keep their own milk animals, a 

pasteurizer will not be necessary.

As discussed earlier, when you raise dairy animals, you 

have offspring, usually once per year. Do you have a plan 

for those offspring? If you can’t keep them, do you have 

possible markets? This is an important thing to think 

about before you get your first dairy animals, as both a 

responsible owner and breeder.

alTernaTive livesToCk

Some homesteads or backyard farms may choose to 

keep alternative livestock, such as alpaca, llamas, water 

buffalo (depending on space- these are more a large 

homestead or farm animal), bison (again depending on 

space), alligator and a variety of other types of animals, 

birds or reptiles. These animals may be kept for milk, 

meat or, as with alpaca and llama, wool. Some, such as 

water buffalo, elk and bison, may need special permits 

in some areas, as well as specific fencing. And transport 

may need to be handled differently than transporting 

other, more common livestock. (This may vary from 

state to state however.)  Plus, some alternative livestock 

may have a greater initial financial outlay, due to 

the expense of the animals, special housing or fence, 

permits, etc. 

For the small homestead interested in alternative 

livestock, alpaca or llama are excellent choices. Alpacas 

especially are excellent small space animals, and an 

alpaca can serve as a guard animal for other livestock you 

may have.

For the most part, not too many backyard farms will be 

raising alternative livestock, simply due to space and 

in some cases, initial cost of stock. A small homestead 

might, however, if budget allows, as the initial animal 

purchase can get expensive, depending on what animals 

you choose. Should you have an interest in alternative 

livestock, you will need to look at space, budget and 

if the type of animal that you want are even allowed. 

Chances are, for some, you will need to purchase 

them out of state, so there will also be transportation 

expenses, vet checks, health certificates, possibly 

permits for crossing state lines, and anything else that 

may be necessary to transport the animals, which will 

also add to your bottom line. 

Alternative livestock needs to be carefully considered 

before a purchase is made. Some are just as easy and 

not much different to keep than their more common 

counterparts. Some are not for everyone, especially 

first time livestock owners. Many are not for small land 

parcels. Do your homework. 
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homesTeading: a 
lifesTyle

Although the life of a farmer is hard work, no matter how 

big your operation is, and a job, you will find that it is also 

a lifestyle. You many be surprised at how much your life 

will form around the homestead or backyard urban farm, 

not only because of the work, but also due to the fact that 

you may find that life has different priorities now or you 

may find that you are eating healthier because you are 

eating more fresh foods. 

The farm, no natter how big of small, will become, at least 

in part, a way of life for you. And if you are fortunate 

enough to be able to make a living from your work, it will 

be a major part of your life. As it is something that the 

entire family will be getting involved in,  

slashinG GroCery and  
household Bills

Depending on how much you can raise or choose to raise, 

you can eliminate at least a bit of your grocery bill. And what 

you can’t or don’t want to raise, many times, buying from 

local farmers or a CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) 

can also contribute to lowering your bill. However, this isn’t 

the only way to cut your bills. Let’s briefly look at a few more 

ways to cut grocery and household bills.

When keeping animals for meat, be they chickens, cattle, 

goats or any other meat types, when the inevitable time 

comes, do you have a good, humane slaughterhouse 

to send them to and if you do, can you do it? Are you 

ready to teach the family about the fact that, although 

the animals deserve the utmost respect and care, they 

are destine to be food? How about if you decide to 

home slaughter? Is home slaughter allowed? Do you 

have someone who will come to your farm and do it 

properly or teach you the proper way to do it, as if it 

is not done correctly, it can be come a nightmare for 

you and a brutal, cruel end of life for the animal. But if 

done correctly, a home slaughter can be very humane 

for the animal, as you eliminate the fright and stress of 

movement into an unfamiliar situation for the animal. 

It has been proven that, the elimination of this end of 

life stress makes the meat better too. However, this also 

means that you will need to hang the carcass, cut and 

wrap the meat yourself as well. And if you are doing 

a cow, it will be a big carcass to hang. Finally, will you 

have the time to process the meat once ready, if you 

home slaughter? It can be frozen, dried, smoked or 

canned, but you will need to be able to make time  to get 

it all done.....and store it!

Finally, you need to think about costs for fencing, feeders, 

shelter (if you don’t already have any) , surprise vet calls 

(usually after hours or on a holiday it seems) and someone 

to care for the animals if you have to go away for a few 

days for whatever reason. And the big one...are you ready 

for the commitment in time, money and care that having 

livestock means? 

Remember, this short section about livestock is 

by no means a complete introduction or even a 

recommendation about animals on the homestead, 

backyard or urban farm. It is, however, a brief 

introduction to some of the most popular livestock types 

that can be found on these farms, and a few things to 

think about when making the decisions about bringing 

some home.

(3)
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extras as well for a seed swap.

• Take Care of Your equipmenT - although this 

may seem like common sense, it is very easy to forgo 

even basic maintenance of equipment. Whether it is a 

shovel or a garden tractor, most everything needs to be 

properly maintained in order to get optimal use from it. 

For example, after a long day in the garden, it is very 

easy to just put the tools away without cleaning them 

off first. But, putting a shovel or garden rake away with 

dirt caked on it can, in the long run, cause damage to 

the tool. Instead, run it under the hose first, washing off 

as much of the soil as you can. Then, stand the tools up 

somewhere in your shed, barn or garage to dry before 

putting them away, especially if they are normally 

stored in an area where it is tight and drying may be 

difficult. Storing wet tools in an area where they cannot 

dry could cause not only rust to form on those tools, but 

the pieces surrounding them as well. And don’t leave 

the tools out in the rain, as again, you risk rusting or 

other damage. A little care continually as you go along, 

will make many tools last, seemingly, forever, and 

prolong the need for serious repair for others.

• “ouTen The LiGhTs” - There used to be switch plates 

out that said “Outen the Lights”. If you don’t need the 

lights on, turn them off. Again, common sense, but 

many people, adults and kids alike, will leave a room, 

many times for the rest of the day or evening, without 

• WaTCh for saLes - If you have to purchase fresh 

fruits and vegetables at the store, when there is a good 

sale, stock up! You can, freeze or dry these, just like 

those foods that come from your own garden. Same 

with meats, manager’s specials can be even better 

values. Many times, these are foods that are near 

their shelf date (usually the day before or that day), 

especially meats. The hint to purchasing meats as a 

‘Manager’s Special’, is to purchase, bring home and 

freeze immediately (or dry or can). 

Watching for a sale doesn’t apply just to food. Unless 

you really need something immediately or want 

something that is very difficult to find, just wait! 

Normally, it will eventually go on sale. This can apply 

to clothing, dishes, toys… anything. 

• use Coupons - Many do not want to use coupons, 

and to be quite honest, many of the coupons are 

not as good as they used to be. However, it is worth 

a quick look through the coupons that come with 

the newspaper, penny saver or online. Sometimes, 

you can even find items on sale at the store, and the 

addition of a coupon brings the item price to little or 

literally nothing! Although this may not be a regular 

occurrence, you will find that it does happen.

• use ThrifT sTores - Lots of good items can be found 

at thrift stores, including name brands. From pots and 

pans to clothing, if you make checking out the shops in 

your area routine, you may be surprised as to what you 

will find. But, you also need to watch what you buy, 

as sometimes things may be broken or an item can be 

overpriced to the point where it is better off buying 

new.  The trick is to learn how to shop at these stores. 

You can accomplish the same with garage or yard sales 

and sometimes auctions, although auctions can also 

drive a price way up if you have competition.

• have seed sWaps - Seed swaps are a great way to get 

a variety of new seeds for the garden. Contact friends, 

relatives, friends of friends, anyone who has seeds to 

share or swap and plan a get together then have fun.

• save seeds – Save as many of your own seeds as 

possible. Although it will take a little time, saving your 

own seeds will reduce the next year’s seed costs. Save 
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to take this route, you can save money by using the 

bucket only when necessary, the days and nights that 

freezing is a problem, not throughout the winter.

• oLd shirTs – Do you have t-shirts or flannels that 

are worn out? Don’t throw them away. They make 

excellent rags. Just make sure that all of the buttons 

are cut off of any shirts. You can cut them up or keep in 

one piece, although flannel shirts and pants are easier 

to use when cut into rectangular pieces.

• GifTs - When short on cash or just long on creativity, 

homemade gifts are the best. Whether it is a handmade 

toy, candle, decoration for the home or some canned 

goods, a homemade gift is the most appreciated by far.  

 These are only a few ways that a household can save 

money on their budget. Many, if not all solutions are pure 

common sense and as you go along, you will find other 

ways to do so as well, as you pay attention to the family’s 

habits and needs.

BarTerinG, TradinG and swaps

As household incomes are less disposable, and it becomes 

harder to make ends meet, barters, trades and swaps 

(which are basically the same thing) have been coming 

back into vogue. Instead of using money to obtain 

what is needed, people are now trading items, services, 

equipment, even, at times, livestock. Some groups are 

even developing their own currency or script, but most 

are just simple trades.

Here are a few ideas: (And the first three, you can make a 

party out of!)

 f have seed sWaps - Seed swaps are a great way to get 

a variety of new seeds for the garden. Contact friends, 

relatives, friends of friends, anyone who has seeds to 

share or swap and plan a get together then have fun.

 f save seeds – Save as many of your own seeds as 

possible. Although it will take a little time, saving your 

own seeds will reduce the next year’s seed costs. Save 

extras as well for the seed swap.

 f have a CLoThinG sWap - Get together with 

turning out the lights. Same with the TV, computer, and 

radio...if you aren’t using it, turn it off. This goes for 

the animal enclosures as well. Even the adult chickens 

don’t need lights on all night. It is so easy to be working 

out in the animal shed or barn, forget to turn off the 

light, then not want to go back out to turn it off. A few 

times won’t hurt, but over time, it can add up on the 

electric bill.

• WaTer - If you are on a well, this may not be an issue, 

although during times of drought you do need to 

show caution. However, if you are urban or backyard 

farming and are on city water, it can be very easy 

to run up a water bill, especially if you do lots of 

watering. Be careful with what you use. Turning off 

the water for the simplest things, such as brushing 

your teeth, not keeping water running for rinsing 

when washing dishes, using a hose with a shut off head 

when washing livestock pens so that the water is not 

running when the hose is set down, doesn’t sound like 

much but can save thousands of gallons of water, and 

lots of money, in a year’s time. Some who are on city 

water may even opt to have a well dug for farm use (if 

allowed), depending on cost factor.

• freezinG WaTer BuCkeTs - If you are keeping 

livestock and live in areas with cold winters where 

freezing occurs, you will definitely run into the 

animal’s water freezing. There are a few ways to 

handle this. Heated watering containers can be 

purchased to keep the water from freezing. Or you 

can purchase multiple buckets and/or waterers to 

switch out when the water freezes, bringing the frozen 

bucket in and allowing it to thaw. Having heated water 

buckets can save a lot of time and hassle, and allow 

your animals to have water all day without freezing, 

especially if you work an off farm job and cannot 

check. It will also prevent water from freezing at night. 

With this, you need to look at cost of purchasing and 

operating the heated buckets, against swapping out 

buckets and bowls. If you don’t have a lot of time in the 

morning, then eliminating the extra steps of swapping 

out buckets and bringing the frozen ones in to thaw, 

might be worthwhile. However, should you decide 
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homesTeading as a family 
Business: selling (or  

BarTering) whaT you raise, 
grow or make

Although it will take some time and lots of work, the 

homestead or even backyard or urban farm can be made 

into a business that the entire family can participate in. 

While the entire reason that the farm was created was 

to provide food for the home table, you can, if space is 

available, plant a little extra to sell. Maybe even enough to 

cover seed and fertilizer costs. 

Through creating a family business with the homestead, 

the entire family can start a bit of entrepreneurship, and 

at the same time, the kids can learn how to handle money, 

dealing with customers, presenting a marketable product 

and the discipline of having a job. 

To make the business run a bit easier, each family 

member can have a specialty, some part of the business 

that they need to be responsible for. Or, if easier, 

everyone can have a hand in all parts, if it can be done 

in an organized manner. Even some of the littlest can 

help through packaging product or bagging at the 

Farmer’s Market.

For those interested in creating a family business with the 

homestead, here are a few suggestions that have proven 

successful for others.

• raisinG a Beef animaL for someone eLse 

- So, it has been decided that the family wants to 

raise beef, but only needs one animal. However, it is 

decided that 2 animals would be best, so your animal 

will have company while pasturing. The shelter and 

pasture space is available, but you just don’t need 2 

animals. One solution would be to raise an animal for 

someone else. 

Before you make your purchase, ask friends or 

relatives if they might be interested in having you 

raise an animal for them. Or maybe someone has 

stated in the past that they would like their own beef 

but have no place to put the animal. 

other families and swap clothes that are in good, 

wearable order. 

 f Look for a Trade Before You seLL - If you have 

something you don’t need any longer, if you don’t need 

the money, put the word out that you have something 

to trade. You might trade for an object you need or 

even a service. 

 f BaBY siTTinG sWap - If your friends also have 

kids, arrange a baby sitting swap. You watch theirs 

when they go away, they watch yours. You have 

a reliable sitter that you know, and it costs you 

nothing out of pocket. 

 f farm siTTinG sWap - When you are farming, no 

matter what size, it can be tough to get away, especially 

if there are animals involved. If you have friends that 

are in the same boat, suggest a swap. Knowing there 

is someone caring for gardens, animals, checking the 

house and getting the mail can help make someone’s 

trip a bit easier, especially when the caretaker is 

someone who knows what they are doing. Again, this 

can save quite a bit of money for both parties.

 f oLd fashioned Barn raisinG and BBq - So you 

are building a shed, not a barn. Instead of buying a 

pre built building and having to pay trucking fees, or 

buying a kit and hiring it done, have a “shed raising”. 

Get your friends together and start building, then 

reward with a barbecue when finished. Just make 

sure that you are available when someone else needs 

the same.

There are so many ways that you can get what you need 

without having out of pocket costs. And once you get 

started, you’ll find it not only profitable but fun! There are 

many places online where you can offer a trade or swap 

that you have, or see what others have that you might 

need. You can also place ads or postings in local papers, 

on bulletin boards in stores, Laundromats, and any 

other public places where placing an ad is suitable and 

permissible. You might even start your own swap meet, 

instead of having that next garage sale.
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products. In the case of the homestead or backyard or 

urban farm, value added product is basically taking a 

product from the farm and creating more with it. Such 

as making pickles from the vegetables, jam from fruit, 

creating wreaths from branches that have been pruned 

from the fruit trees, even cheeses.

And value added cannot only be produced from what 

is grown. Giving tours or conducting workshops 

related to your operation, for a price of course, is also 

considered a value added product. 

Of course, before you consider putting most any value 

added product into production, you will need to check 

on any regulations as per preparation (especially with 

prepared foods), necessary extra insurances and your 

market. You can create the best added value product 

in the country, but if the market isn’t there, you will 

lose a lot of time and money. And, if you are doing mail 

order, then you will need to know shipping regulations, 

costs and how to pack so that the items get to the buyer 

in one piece. 

• Jams, JeLLies and piCkLes - Perhaps one of the 

most popular as well as a value added product, of the 

farm, are jams, jellies and pickles. Many vegetables 

and even fruits may be successfully pickles. Pickles 

not only taste good, they are also an early form of 

food preservation. The same with jams and jellies. 

Although fruits are used the most to produce them, 

you can also find recipes using, among other things, 

tomatoes or onions. 

Because this is a saturated market, one of the tricks 

to success here, would be an exceptionally good and 

usual recipe. Good packaging is also a plus. Yes, these 

items would be in a typical canning jar to sell, how-

ever, come up with something to make it yours. Design 

a special label, create a decorative top, and even come 

up with a good sales gimmick for the product. Again, 

these items could be sold online and by mail order.

Before venturing off into your pickling career, 

you will need to check out regulations for your 

state. Some places may have restrictions in the 

creation of these items and others may have sales 

or insurance regulations. Many states will not allow 

Once you have found someone, you purchase your 

animal and they purchase theirs, then you decide how 

you will charge to keep the animal. A flat fee, by the 

month, however you decide. Remember to keep in 

mind that you will be giving this animal your food and 

your care so price appropriately.  However, it would 

be best that the owner of the other animal pay for any 

vet bills that may occur and slaughter directly, so these 

elements would not figure in. 

The other option would be to purchase 2 then sell 

the other at slaughter time, by the pound, live on the 

hoof, with buyer paying for slaughter and picking 

up their own meat when ready. Make sure you begin 

looking for someone to purchase your beef ahead of 

time so you are not stuck with having to store the cut 

beef yourself. 

You might also find someone who wants to purchase 

the animal live from you for their own farm. This is yet 

another option. Again you would price appropriately, 

most likely a flat price for the animal, however, not by 

the pound.

Although raising a beef animal for someone else won’t 

make you rich, it could allow you to keep the 2 animals 

that you want to have, with the financial responsibility 

for only one. 

• vaLue added produCTs - Value added products do 

exactly what the name says: adding value to your base 
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how much you can have available. Then, you will need 

to work out if your customer will pick up or you will 

deliver. If your customer is quite close distance wise, 

perhaps 5 miles or less, you might decide to offer free 

delivery, as a nice perk to a good customer, or if you 

can afford to, offer a small discount if they come and 

pick up themselves. 

The option of custom growing will not work for 

everyone. However, if it can work, it is a great way to 

make some extra money, as these sales are guaranteed.

• CandY and Baked Goods - Another popular way to 

bring in extra money, making candy and baked goods 

can be an excellent income producer, if the product 

is good. And if it is exceptionally good, could bring 

regular customers. 

However, like so many other things, producing candy 

and baked goods may also be regulated by the state. 

Again, you may need to look at a commercial kitchen 

or at the very least, health inspections. But, a few 

states are allowing home production of some foods 

with little to no regulation, as long as they do not need 

refrigeration. As before, do your homework and check 

your state for specific regulations.

food preparation in your home kitchen. Instead, you 

would either have to build a regulation commercial 

kitchen, or rent one. Even if you can use your home 

kitchen, you may also have health and sanitary 

inspections. Other states may allow you to process 

a limited number of jars without any overseeing. 

Whatever it is, make sure that you are in compliance 

before you begin. 

• seLLinG Your exCess - Sometimes, there may be 

too much of a good thing, meaning you have more 

squash, tomatoes, peppers or apples than you can use 

or store or even give away to family and friends. When 

this happens, sell the excess. You can do the same with 

eggs, even livestock, especially when you need to breed 

your dairy animal. 

However, keep in mind that some areas again may 

have regulations in conduction these sales. Not so 

much with the vegetables or fruits (unless you are 

shipping), but with eggs or stock. And if you are selling 

some vegetables or fruits that are a bit out of the 

ordinary, have a few recipes available to give out so 

that customers can see what to do with the fruit. It will 

help with sales.

• CusTom GroWinG for someone eLse (if spaCe 

aLLoWs) - If garden space allows, you can consider 

custom growing vegetables for a customer or two. Of 

course, when you do this you are taking garden space 

from your own needs, however, if you have the space, 

it may be worth looking into.

Because you would not be able to have the massive 

production that say, a local store chain would need, it 

would be advantageous to look at something smaller. 

Contact chefs from local restaurants or mom and pop 

grocery stores. But, make sure that you will be able to 

produce what your customers need or let them know 
(15)
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conclusion
You may find out that, although you are working a little bit 

harder at home now and you have new responsibilities, 

goals and deadlines, you are also slowing down a bit, more 

relaxed, even happier than before. The entire family is eat-

ing better, maybe the kids are even enjoying vegetables for 

the first time because they grew them. And they are learning 

that their food really doesn’t come from the grocery store.

Growing and producing your own food is a rewarding and 

satisfying feeling. It is an honest way of life that one can be 

proud of…even boast about a bit. There is also that little bit 

of comfort knowing that, if there ever is a problem of any 

sort that could cause some hardship for the family, there will 

always be at least some good, healthy, fresh food for the table. 

Growing your own food is a skill that stays with you for-

ever. It is a skill that should be passed on to every member 

of the family, regardless of age, as with the knowledge of 

saving seeds, growing food and/or raising animals then 

preserving and preparing that food, it will be difficult to 

ever go hungry as long as there is good soil and water. 

But, there is more than just learning about food, especially 

for the kids, but for some adults too.  You learn respon-

sibilities, and that if you fail in your responsibilities to 

the plants and/or animals providing your food source, so 

will your farm fail.  You learn the art of business if selling 

items, and the art of dealing with people as you do. 

The biggest thing to remember is, that just like any farmer, 

big or small, you are now at the mercy of Mother Nature. 

No matter how much experience you have or how long you 

have been farming, Mother Nature has this funny idea that 

she is in charge. And fortunately or unfortunately, it is usu-

ally right and you have to play along the best that you can. 

But, when all is said and done, you will find that becoming 

a homesteader, backyard or urban farmer will be the best 

decision you ever made for yourself and your family.

These are only a few examples of turning your homestead 

into a business. But now that you have the ideas, where 

do you sell? We have already covered a few possibilities, 

but there are more. Especially Farmer’s Markets, Farm 

Markets and Farm Stands. Although these terms are used 

interchangeably, but in reality, there are differences. 

A Farmer’s Market is where the farmers or food producers 

gather to sell their wares right on the farm, selling things, 

which that particular farm and possibly others produce. A 

backyard or urban farm will most likely not have its’ own 

farm market, unless selling products of others as well. A 

Farm Stand is the little stand that you see on the side of 

the road, usually with an honor box where you drop the 

money in and take your produce. 

You can also use word of mouth, create a website, post 

on bulletin boards in other establishments and advertise 

whatever works best for what you may be offering for sale. 

Turning your homestead or backyard or urban farm into 

a business, even just a small, part time business, will add 

extra work to what you already have, but as your products 

sell and you get your repeat customers, you will find 

yourself with a sense of pride and accomplishment.

(16)
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phoTo CrediTs:

1. Peppers and green tomatoes in the dehydrator look like a kaleidoscope. Photo by: Kim Pezza

2. Farmer’s cheese is one of the more delicious value added products you can make.  Photo by: Kim Pezza

3. Your crops may depend on your location, such as these coconuts in the backyard.  Photo by: Kim Pezza

4. Bee Balm is useful in so many ways.   Photo by: Kim Pezza

5. You can mix your edibles and flowers. Here broccoli grows between a hibiscus and an African rose. Kim Pezza

6. When your space is limited, plant something such as Chayote, where everything is edible. Photo by: Kim Pezza

7. Not all seeds are so easy to harvest as these sweet peppers.   Photo by: Kim Pezza

8. A fresh harvest of lettuce, a fail proof vegetable to grow.  Photo by: Kim Pezza

9. Assortment of edibles in a raised bed.   Photo by: Kim Pezza

10. Small space food gardens can be quite decorative, as this example at EPCOT. Photo by: Kim Pezza

11. Newly hatched chicks with one in the process of hatching.  Photo by: Uberpruster  wiki commons

12. Chickens in a movable pen.  Photo by: Bob Zoller  wiki commons

13. Yes! Goats do live in the city.... Photo by: Beth H.  wiki commons

14. When the fencing is too large, the goats will soon take playful, possibly damaging advantage.Lee Kindness  wiki 

15. At a Farmer’s Market Photo by: wiki commons

16. A farm stand along a county road. Photo by: Dwight Sipler  wiki commons

17. Root cellar Sunnyside in Tarrytown   Photo by: Beyond my Ken wiki comm.

18. Farm house root cellar.  Public domain  Photo by: wiki commons

19. Smokers don’t have to be large to do a tasty job. Photo by: Mike Reyher wiki commons

20. Urban Farm at University of Oregon.  Photo by: Visitor7  wiki commons

21. An assortment of garden tools.  Photo by: Spitfire wiki commons

22. Toads are also beneficial to the garden by eating unwanted insects. Photo by: ceridwen5 wiki commons

23. Beneficial insects, such as this preying mantis enjoying a snack, will help fight unwanted insects: Ken Vernon wiki 

24. A good example of companion planting of onions and carrots. Photo by: Manfred.sause@volloeko wiki commons

25. Parsley Plugs.  Photo by: Dwight Sipler  wiki commons

26. Seedling growing in straw bale.   Photo by:Kim Pezza

27. Rabbit proofing young tomato plants. Photo by: Kim Pezza

28. A perfect garden picture. Photo by: Kim Pezza

29. Collards ready for harvest.  Photo by: Kim Pezza

30. Containers can be any size, such as this livestock feeder.  Photo by:Kim Pezza

31. A combination of traditional gardens and containers. Photo by: Kim Pezza

32. A raised bed such as this, is perfect for someone in a wheel chair  or who cannot bend. Photo by: Kim Pezza

33. Typical raised bed. Photo by: Kim Pezza

34. Vegetable plants can also provide beautiful flowers for the garden, such as this Japanese Eggplant blossom. Kim Pezza
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Liability disclaimer

The information presented in this guide should not be construed as legal, tax or accounting advice.You should 

consult with a professional advisor familiar with your particular factual situation for advice concerning specific 

tax or other matters before making any decisions.

The information contained in this guide is provided in good faith, and every reasonable effort is made to 

ensure that it is accurate and up to date.

Accordingly, this information is provided ‘as is’ without warranty of any kind.

 Crisis Education excludes all warranties, either express or implied (including, but not limited to any implied 

warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, satisfactory quality or freedom from hidden 

defects).In no event shall Crisis Education be liable for any damage arising, directly or indirectly, from the use 

of the information contained in this guide including damages arising from inaccuracies, omissions or errors.

Any person relying on any of the information contained in this guide or making any use of the information 

contained herein, shall do so at its own risk. Crisis Education hereby disclaims any liability and shall not be 

held liable for any damages including, without limitation, direct, indirect or consequential damages including 

loss of revenue, loss of profit, loss of opportunity or other loss.

The information contained in this guide may be changed or updated at any time without notice.
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